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EFFECT OF L- AND M-SHELL IONIZATION ON THEK X-RAY SPECTRA PARAMETERS OF SULPHUR�K. Sªabkowska, F. Pawªowski, and M. PolasikFaulty of Chemistry, Niholas Copernius University, 87-100 Toru«, Poland(Reeived November 11, 1999)Extensive single-on�guration Dira�Fok (DF) alulations (withinthe multion�guration DF method) have been performed for sulphur toexplain the in�uene of removing eletrons from L and M shells on theaverage K� and K� x-ray transition energies and the values of K�=K�intensity ratio. Our results an be used for interpreting the measured KX-ray spetra aompanying the ionization of sulphur projetiles or sulphurtargets.PACS numbers: 32.30.Rj, 31.15.Ar, 32.70.Fw, 32.70.Jz1. IntrodutionIt is well known that the bombardment of targets by fast moving ionsleads to the emission of X-rays, whih haraterise both the projetile andthe target. In the ase of the heavy-ion-indued X-ray spetra of targetsatoms, the multiple ionization of the M and L shells is extremely likely toour [1, 2℄. Also in the ase of the X-ray emission from the projetilespassing through di�erent foils the multiple ionization of projetiles havebeen reported [3�6℄. In reent years, several theoretial models [2, 7, 8℄for reliable desription of very omplex X-ray spetra aompanying theionization of targets [1, 2℄ and projetiles [6℄ in ollision proesses based onthe multion�guration Dira�Fok (MCDF) method have been developedand applied. 2. Theoretial alulationsThe methodology of our single-on�guration Dira�Fok (DF) alula-tions performed within the MCDF method [9, 10℄ is similar to the one pub-lished earlier, in whih the systemati study on the simultaneous L- and� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (507)



508 K. Sªabkowska, F. Pawªowski, M. PolasikM -shell ionization of 80Se target bombarded by various projetiles has beenperformed [2℄. The Hamiltonian for the N -eletron atom is taken in theform H = NXi=1 hD(i) + NXj>i=1Cij (1)where hD(i) is the Dira operator for i-th eletron and the terms Cij a-ount for eletron-eletron interations and ome from one-photon exhangeproess. The latter are a sum of the Coulomb interation operator and thetransverse Breit operator. The atomi state funtions with the total angularmomentum J and parity p are represented in the multion�gurational form	s(Jp) =Xm m(s)�(mJp); (2)where �(mJp) are on�guration state funtions (CSF's), m(s) are the on-�guration mixing oe�ients for state s, m represents all information re-quired to uniquely de�ne a ertain CSF. In the present alulations theenergy funtional is averaged over all the initial and �nal states and its formis idential with one published earlier [8℄.3. Results and disussionIn order to explain the in�uene of removing eletrons from L and Mshells on the average K� and K� X-ray transition energies and values ofK�=K� intensity ratios extensive single-on�guration DF alulations havebeen performed for sulphur within the MCDF method (inluding the trans-verse Breit interation and QED orretions [10℄). The results of our alu-lations for various eletroni on�gurations of sulphur ions are presented inTable I. Performed alulations are of a large sale beause there exist dozensor hundreds of initial and �nal levels orresponding to a ertain eletronion�guration. Between these levels hundreds or thousands of transitions(see numbers of transitions in the seond olumn of Table I) are possible.For the larity of the dissusion we have deided to present only a little partof the results of our studies.It an be seen from Table I that the ionization of the 2p subshell ausesdrasti inrease of K�=K� intensity ratio (what is natural beause 2p ele-trons are diretly responsible for theK� transitions) and the largest inreaseof the average K� and K� transition energies. The removal of an eletronfrom 2s subshell auses signi�ant inrease of the K�=K� intensity ratio,strong inrease of K� transition energy and very strong (but a bit less thanin 2p ase) inrease of K� transition energy. The inrease of the K�=K�intensity ratio is also observed in the ase of removing eletrons from 3s



E�et of L- and M-Shell Ionization on the K X-Ray Spetra : : : 509TABLE IE�et of removing eletrons from various subshells on the average K� and K�transition energies (in eV) and the values ofK�=K� intensity ratio for sulphur. Theeletroni ground state on�guration of neutral sulphur atom is 1s22s22p63s23p4.Number K�=K�Initial hole of tran- K� K� intensityon�guration sitions energy shift energy shift ratio1s�1 164 0.0 0.0 0.06581s�12s�1 575 31.7 12.2 0.08331s�12s�2 164 64.9 25.5 0.09881s�12p�1 2123 38.2 13.6 0.09241s�12p�2 7636 77.9 29.0 0.12241s�12p�3 10102 121.6 45.8 0.22931s�12p�4 5163 166.3 64.7 0.35121s�12p�5 907 213.9 84.9 0.73901s�13s�1 575 5.1 0.3 0.07471s�13s�2 164 11.0 0.8 0.08391s�13p�1 239 3.7 0.5 0.05631s�13p�2 143 8.5 1.3 0.04311s�13p�3 32 14.6 2.3 0.02531s�12s�22p�5 907 293.5 120.8 0.86591s�13s�23p�3 32 30.4 4.8 0.03001s�12s�22p�53s�23p�3 60 358.7 144.0 0.2019subshell. The K� transition energy inreases slightly by the ionization of 3ssubshell. The K� transition energy is almost not hanged by the ionizationof 3s subshell � the inrease of this energy is 40 times smaller than in thease of 2s subshell. The ionization of the 3p subshell auses a dramati de-rease of K�=K� intensity ratio, what is natural beause 3p eletrons arediretly responsible for the K� transitions. The removal of an eletron from3p subshell auses the smallest shift of K� energy (one order smaller thanin 2p ase). The K� energy is very slightly inreased by the ionization of3p subshell (28 times less than in the ase of 2p subshell).Generally, the ionization of eah sulphur subshell, besides 3p subshell,auses the inrease of the K�=K� intensity ratio (see Table I). This ratiois in�uened, �rst of all, by the ratio of the number of eletrons in 3p and2p subshells, and, seondly, by ionization degree of 2s and 3s subshells.Moreover, the ionization of eah sulphur subshell auses the inrease of K�and K� transition energies. However, the very large shifts of K� and K�energies are only in the ase of the ionization of the 2p and 2s subshells.



510 K. Sªabkowska, F. Pawªowski, M. PolasikIt is very important to note (see Table I) that the e�ets of removalof eletrons from the subshells on the K� and K� transition energies andvalues of the K�=K� intensity ratio are strongly nonadditive. Espeially,the K� and K� transition energies inrease muh faster than lineary withthe number of holes in a given subshell. Moreover, in the ase of projetilespassing through various foils [3�6℄ (and also in the ase of targets bombardedby fast heavy ions [1, 2℄) the ionization of K shell is always aompanied bysimultaneous multiple ionization of L and M shells. It an be seen from thelast three rows of Table I that the e�ets of removal of eletrons from L andM shells on the K X-ray spetra parameters are also strongly nonadditive.Therefore to apply our results for theoretial interpretation of experimentalK X-ray spetra of sulphur it is neessary to perform more detailed single-on�guration DF alulations (than presented in Table I) whih take intoaount the simultaneous multiple ionization of L and M shells.Very good example of the appliation of these studies is our omplemen-tary paper [11℄, in whih (see Table II of that paper) we present the resultsof very detailed single-on�guration DF alulations performed within theMCDF method for eletroni on�gurations orresponding to various distri-butions of holes in 2s, 2p, 3s, and 3p subshells and used for interpreting theexperimental parameters of the K X-ray spetra of highly ionized swift sul-phur projetiles passing through arbon foils at di�erent inident energies.The presented studies an also be helpful in interpreting various sulphurtarget K X-ray spetra bombarded by di�erent light and heavy projetiles.This work was supported by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN), Grant No. 2 P03B 019 16.REFERENCES[1℄ M.W. Carlen et al., Phys. Rev. A46, 3893 (1992); 49, 2524 (1994).[2℄ M. Polasik et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 32, 3711 (1999).[3℄ P.H. Mokler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 26, 811 (1971).[4℄ R.L. Watson et al., Phys. Rev. A22, 582 (1980).[5℄ Y. Zou et al., Phys. Rev. A51, 3790 (1995) and referenes therein.[6℄ B.B. Dhal et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 31, 1225 (1998).[7℄ M. Polasik, Phys. Rev. A52, 227 (1995) and referenes therein.[8℄ M. Polasik, Phys. Rev. A58, 1840 (1998).[9℄ I.P. Grant et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 21, 207 (1980).[10℄ B.J. MKenzie et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 21, 233 (1980).[11℄ U. Majewska et al., Ata Phys. Pol. B31, 000 (2000).


